Useful Shelf numbers for Photography

Art 700
Animals – photography of 779.32
Collections of photographs – by theme 779
(i.e. photography)
Cityscapes/architecture – photography of 779.4
Computer graphics 006.6
Digital Photography 775
History of Photography 770.9
Landscape – Photography of 779.36
Natural world – photography of 779.3
Photographers (individual photographers) 770.92 + first three letters from
photographers surname
Photography (in general) 770
Photojournalism 770.932
Plants – photography of 779.34
Portraiture – portrait photography 778.92
Still life – photography of 779.35
Techniques 771
Theory and aesthetics of photography 770.1

Other useful places
Art theory 701
Contemporary artists – individual artists 709.2 + first three letters from artists
work surname
Graphic Design 741.6
Media 302.34
Painting 759
Performance art 709.04074
Sculpture 730